Personalized Registration Marks

The public is hereby informed that the online reservation and purchase of extended personalized registration marks will be available **as from midnight, on Friday 12 June 2020** on the NLTA website. Registration marks will comprise of additional new combinations of two letters from FN up to ZZ followed by four numeric figures from 1 to 1000 subject to exceptions.

The Public is further informed that reservation and purchase of personalized registration mark for individuals will be done using NIC only. Reservation of personalized registration mark for registered companies will be done using the Business Registration Number (BRN). A personalized registration mark may be reserved against a payment of Rs 2,000 and purchased against a payment of Rs 25,000. All reservation and implementation requests should be effected online against payment by credit card. The reservation period will be for one year only and shall not be transferable. Under no circumstances, a cancellation and refund request shall be entertained.

A reserved personalized registration mark does not entitle the person who reserved the registration mark to use the registration mark on a vehicle unless implementation of the registration mark becomes effective. Registration marks can only be used in compliance with the laws of Mauritius.

The public is strongly advised to read the terms and conditions attached to the online facility before proceeding with a reservation or purchase of a Personalized Registration Mark.

For any technical assistance, please contact support on 4549955 from 0900 to 1600 during working days. For service specific queries, please contact the NLTA by email on nta@govmu.org.

The NLTA reserves the right to review any condition imposed at any given time should the need arise.

**Disclaimer:**

- The NTLA reserves the right not to entertain any reservation and/or purchase without any liability whatsoever.
- Online allocation of the registration marks will be strictly on a “first come, first serve basis”
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